Lumber is the oldest and most frequently used material in all areas of construction worldwide. Properties, such as versatile applications, high strength to weight ratio and ease of processing have been recognised benefits for centuries.

binderholz operates four large sawmills in Fügen in Austria, Kösching in Germany and Lieska and Nurmes in Finland. Over 60 years experience with lumber, constant assimilation of the latest technologies, ongoing rationalisation and forward-thinking management, together with professional highly qualified staff, are the company's hallmarks.

binderholz meets the many different requirements by offering a wide range of products. All qualities and sizes are produced for both the construction and appearance sectors (lengths between 3 m and 6 m). Thanks to the latest sawmill technology binderholz does not just offer standard market sizes, but is also able to cater for special requirements. Flexibility and innovation make the company a reliable partner.
PRODUCT RANGE FÜGEN | KÖSCHING
- Main ex log product and sideboards
- Construction wood
- Laminated timber lamella
- Solid construction timber raw materials
- Strength graded lumber
- Rough and planed timber
- Planking
- Square timber
- Slats and frames
- Packaging
- Pallet goods
- Shorts
- Central layers for parquet floor and multiply panel production

RAW MATERIAL
Fügen
- 85 % Spruce
- 10 % Fir
- 5 % Larch and pine

Kösching
- 80 % Spruce
- 20 % Pine, larch and douglas fir

Only round timber from sustainable sources is processed.

TOP NORDIC QUALITY

PRODUCT RANGE
- Main ex log product and sideboards
- Construction wood
- Laminated timber lamella
- Solid construction timber raw materials
- Strength graded timber
- Planking
- Square timber
- Slats and frames
- Packaging
- Pallet goods
- Central layers for parquet floor and multiply panel production
- Top-quality for the furniture industry

RAW MATERIAL
Lieksa
- 100 % Nordic spruce

Nurmes
- 100 % Nordic pine

Only round timber from sustainable sources is processed.

SHIPPING MARKS, WW
- US (A) SUOMI
- Fifths (B) SUOMI
- Sixths (C) S I
- SF (AB) SMI

SHIPPING MARKS
- US (A) 🇫🇮NURMES
- Fifths (B) 🇫🇮NURMES
- Sixths (C) 🇫🇮NURX
- SF (AB) 🇫🇮NURSF
LOGISTICS

All sawmills have their own rail links
Most up-to-date equipment
Containers loaded at the factory or at the port
Breakbulk loading in Mediterranean, North Sea and Baltic Sea ports
Generous storage capacities result in short delivery times

CERTIFICATES

PEFC, IPPC, WCLIB, CE EN 14081-1 [DIN4074/BS4978]: C16, C18, C24, C30